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Assessing the Determinants of Male Earnings Dispersion

Karl Taylorr

ABSTRACT

This paper considers male earnings dispersion in the Linited Ki gdorn in fotl industries frou
1973 to 1995. The analysis takes place in t\to stages. Firstl!, edrnings dispersion oyer time is
split into tw'o components: between-girrup eantings dispersion due to dillering worker charac-
terislics across the popukttion; and v,ithifi-gtoup eurnings dispersion, thqt is any rcnxai ing
eernings dispertion after controllingJbr measurqble worker chqracteristics. Secondly, thut part
of eamings dispersion which cannot be explttined by observable worker chqrecteristics is
examined by indastr.v using time series techniques to as,sess the inlpact oftechnological change;
globalisation; .female participation; immigratkrn: and institutional cha ges upon rcmaining
dispersion.

l. INTRODUCTION

-l-l HE PRIMARy objective ofthis paper is to examine developments in the British $'age struc-

I ture over the period 1o73 ro 1995. Evidence to date on eamings dispersion has either
I been based on the economy as a whole (Schmitt. 1995) or for disaggrcgated manufac-

turing industries (Machin, l996a,b)- This study focuses upon four industries lbr reasons ofcon-
sistency over time (see section 4). These are Manufacturing, Other Manufacturing,
Construction, and Transport and Cornmunication. Ofparticular interest is to assess whether the
four industries experienced the same trends in eamings dispersion. By considering specific
industries outside of the manufacturing sector, it is possible that dillerent factors have played a
significant role in each industfy, once the effects ofworker characteristics have been controlled
for For instance, the role of f'emale participation and immigration - supply side pressures, may
be of greater importance than demand influences (technological change, and globalisation) in
certain industries. Also factors contrary to the market mechanism may be at work, specifically
declining collective bargaining as unionisation falls.

2. BACKcRotND To EARNINGS DlspERSroN

Over the past two decades the gap between the richest and poorest members of society has
widened (Goodman et al.. 1997). Eamings are an imponant part of overall income, and the
trend in the dispersion of earnings closely follows the trend in the dispersion ofoverall income
(Gosling et al., 1996). Previous research has shown that eamings dispersion fell during the
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1970s, only to increase rapidly during the 1980s (Schmitt, 1995). Part ofthe change in eanrings
dispersion can be related to changing retums to labour market skills such as education and expe-
rience. lt is possible to disaggregate eamings dispersion into between-group and within-group
components. Between-group dispersion accounts for eamings dispersion arising due to differ-
ent levels of characteristics amongst individuals. For example, between the young and old, the
highly educated and the school leaver with minimal qualifications, low experienced and high
experienced individuals, whites and non-whites, regional pay variations and wage differentials
between industries. The sharp rise in earnings dispersion between education and experience
groupsJ manifests itself in the substantial growth in the financial retums to education and expe-
rience that took place in Britain during the 1980s (Schmitt, 1995). However, earnings disper-
sion has also increased within specifrc groups defined by characteristics such as age, education,
experience, colour, region and industry. Over the past two decades between-group effects have
explained only a portion of the overall rise in eamings inequality ( Schmitt, 1995 and
Machin,1996a),

The majority of the trend in increasing eamings dispersion, can be explained by a
widening distribution of eamings occurring within-groups ofworkers, possessing similar expe-
rience and educational characteristics (Schmitt, 1995: Machin, 1996a). Any explanation ofris-
ing earnings dispersion must be capable of accounting for these within-group changes. A shift
in relative labour demand in favour ofworkers with high levels ofskills appears to be the most
likely explanation (Levy and Mumane, 1992; Gosling er a/., 1996). This increase in eamings
dispersion occurring within narrowly defined groups has been related to several factors, includ-
ing changes in demand and supply pattems for labour, and the influence of pay setting institu-
tions. To the extent that unions have maintained reasonable levels of pay by creating wage
floors above the market clearing level, a marked decline in collective bargaining can be expect-
ed to have influenced earnings dispersion. The key th€mes apparent in the literature which
explain the collapse in the demand for lower skilled male workers are now briefly introduced,
along with the role of institutional changes.

A number of explanations exist to explain this relative demand change, the two most
common being skill-biased technological change (K.rueger, 1993; Haskel, 1999t Autor, Katz
and Krueger, 1998; Machin and Van Reenen, 1998) and the grovth in international tmde
(Wood, 1994, 1998t Anderton and Brenton, 1999). Both the expansion of tecbnology and
gro$th in intemational trade can be considered as crucial elements of rccent globalisation.

The evidence that skill-biased technological change has increased demand in favour of
skilled labour is twofold, both indirect and direct. Indirect evidence has relied upon residual
wage inequality from standard eamings functions, whilst direct evidence is based upon cone-
lations between wage differentials and indicators of technological progress. The indirect evi-
dence is open to criticism since empirically technical change is typically defined to be the
amount of change in relative wages that cannot be explain€d by observable characteristics, that
is the residual, which arguably could also be explained by globalisation, supply side factors or
institutional changes. More recently, direct evidence has provided a link between indicators of
technology, such as computer use or research and development intensity, and wage inequality
(Iftueger, 1993; Autor et d1..7998: Machiu and Van Reenen, 1998).

Globalisation arguments suggest that developed counties have become increasingly
open to competition from lower wage developing economies. Consequently, firms have taken
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the opportunity to gain liom these lower costs by substituting unskilled intensiv€ production

abroad, A number ofauthors have recently argued that such outsourcing is impodant in erplain-
ing wage inequality (Wood, 1994, 1998; Anderton and Brenton, 1999; Feenstra and Hanson,

1999).

Less common explanations appar€nt in the literature, which focus on market forces,

are the role of female participation and immigration. Both ofthese factors may increase the sup-

ply of relatively low skilled laboul and thus drive down the wages of low skilled workers.

Altematively, the impact of both changing female panicipation rates. and immigration is large-

ly dependent upon the degree of substitutability lor low skilled n.nles. For example, if females

or immigrants are substitutes for low skilled workers, then a rise in the supply ofeither leads to
a fall in the demand for the lower skilled (Topel, 1997). The substitutron argument is more

appealing due to the well-documented demand shifi in favour of skilled labour and the lact that

the supply of skilled labour has increased (Schmitt, 1995), aided by female participation
(Harkness, 1996) and immigration (Bell, 1997).

Aside liom market force explanations, other authon have stressed the impoftance of
labour market institutions, in particular trade r,nions, in shaping the way labour markets have

responded to these changes in demand and supply (F'reeman, 1993; Gregg and Machin, 1994;

and Machin. 1997). Market force explanations can explain many ofthe similarities in the devel-

opment ofthe wage structurc, but are less illuminating when attentpting to explain differences
(Gottschatk and Smeeding, 1997). Most econonies have been sub.jected to increased techno-

logical change and globalisation. yet only the United Kingdorn and United States experienced

substantial increases in eamings dispersion (Katz, Loveman and Blanchllower. 1995). One

could argue that it is such labour market institutions that explain differing wage inequalities

across countries. Following the same logic different institutional changes across industnes oYer

time may account for some of the trend in earnings dispersion.

Ar innovative approach used in the following analysis is the two-stage empirical

methodology adopted to analyse eamings dispersion. Initially. repeated cross sections of the

annual General Household Suwev (GHS over a period of 23 years are used to conhol for dif-
ferences in earnings, which may arise between individuals sternming from differences in expe-

rience, education. colour and region. This enables eamings dispersion to be split into between-

group and within-group components, following Schmitt (1995) and Machin (1996a). The

between-group component is explained by data available from the G11S based upon individuals
in the population, and arises due to changing retums to individual characteristics. Ofpotential-
ly greater importance is the trend in within-group earnings dispersion over the 23 years, that is

what camot be explained by the micro data. ln the past any remaining dispersion after controf
ling for individuals characteristics has usually been attributed to technological change
(Gonschalk and Smeeding, 1997). However, in this approach the second stage employs time

series analysis to consider the role not only of technology, but other possible influences upon

unobsewed dispersion namely globalisation. fbmale participation, immigration and labour mar-

ket institutions. Ofparlicular interest is how each may have inlluenced the trend in within-group
eamings dispersion over time in each ofthe four industries considered-

ln the absence ofpanel data, a two-stage empirical methodology is deemed preferable

to altematives for a number ofreasons. First, there would be problems ofpooling the data over

time. because data upon individuals is used along with more aggegate industry level data.
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Consequently, pooling could result in aggregation bias where estimates ar€ downwardly biased
(Moulton, 1986). Even ifthis problem is overcorne by the use of cell-means or corected stan-
dard erors there is a possibility that the industry level data may be non-stationary over time.
This presents a major problem, in that data-pooling without considering the stationarity ofthe
variables, can result in a spurious correlation, The two-stage approach draws together dillerent
stmnds in the literature. Previously eamings dispersion has been decomposed into between-
group and within-group dispersion using individual data (Juhlr et al., 1993; Schrnitt, 1995; and
Machin, 1996a). Time series methods have been used to study the potential causes of eamings
dispersion over time (Borjas and Ramey, 1994; Buckberg and Thomas, 1996; and Leslie and
Pu, 1995. 1996), but only at the economy wide level, and not for a measure of earnings disper-
sion purged from differing retums to worker characteristics. The empirical approach used in this
study combines these two approaches. Fint, earnings dispersion is purged from measurable dif-
ferences in the distribution ofeducation, experience and personal characteristics across the pop,
ulation, all of which may aff€ct the trend in eamings dispersion. Second, a time series approach
is taken to avoid the problems of aggregation bias and non-stationarity, and examine the major
contributor to within-group eamings dispersion for each industry.

Research to date has only offered snapshots for particular years,: rather than forming
a consistent time series ofwithin-group earnings dispersion. Whilst snapshots allow the analy-
sis ofeamings dispersion between two static periods oftime, they are less informative about the
trend of eamings dispersion over time. In the absence of large scale. long term panel data sets,
repeated cross sections offer the best insight available, into the structural changes that have
occurred in the British labour market over the last two decades.

Section 3 introduces the empirical methodology used to decompose earnings disper-
sion into bet\r'een-group and within-group components. and the time series methods used to
assess the importance ofthe dominant themes in the literature upon within-group earnings dis-
persion. Section 4 considers the data required to undefiake the analysis, followed by a presen-
tation ofthe results in Sectior 5.

3. Er{PrRrcAL METHoDoLocy
The empirical framework takes place in two steps. Fintly micro data based upon the individual
are used to control for dillerences across the population in experience, education, personal char-
acteristics and regional location - all of which may influence eamings. This enables earnings
dispersion to be split into within-group and between-group components, following Juhn et al.
(1993) and Machin (1996a), In the second step time series techniques are adopted, based upon
aggregate industry data attempting to proxy market forces and institution change, in an attempt
to oxplain the trend in within-group eamings dispersion over time, based upon the methodolo-
gy ofBo{as and Ramey (1994). The following introduces the empirical approach used to eval-
uate the possible determinants of within-group eamings dispersion and test the following
hypotheses:

Ho: After controlling for measurable worker characteristics, no factor analysed in the industry
level data can explain the trend in within-group eamings dispersion.

H,: There has been a decline in the relative demand for lower skill endowed workers, that is
demand factors in particular skill biased technological change and globalisation are responsible
for within-group eamings dispersion.
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H2: Altemativelv supply side influences may be the cause ofwithin-group eamings dispersion,

where changes in labour supply are alleged to have exacerbated dispersion particularly the
changing pattems of immigration and female participation rates, The impact of such supply side
factors upon within-group earnings dispersion within particular industries depends upon sub-
stitution possibilities, for instance whether women and/or immigrants who have entered the
labour market ar€ good substitutes for low skilled males. Alternatively, either females or immi-
grants may just increase the supply of the unskilled, hence driving down the pdce of lower
skilled workers.

H.: The decline in unionisation and changes to the structure ofcollective bargaining is the pre-

vailing factor in detemining within-group earnings dispersion.

D e c omp os i ng e ar nings dis pers ion
One problem with existing sfudies is that the measure of dispersion used is typically a ratio of
one relatively skilled group to a less skilled group, this raises the issue that any inference about
determinants of dispersion assr.rmes an equal distribution of human capital characteristics
amongst groups of individuals. This is unlikely, and the approach taken here compensates for
this by deriving a measure of within-group earnings dispersion by industry free fiom the influ-
ence of measurable worker characteristics. A regression framework is used to control for spe-
cific individual characteristics (given as the vector X in equation 1, below) such as experience,
employment status, colour, marital status, education and regional location, Under such a sce-

nario within-group eamings dispersion can be seen as the dispersion of the residual liom the
regression (Juhn et a/., 1993), where a wider dispersion ofthe residuals shows greater eamings
dispersion occurring within-groups. Such dispersion is important to understand, as the majori-
ty of eamings dispersion occuned within narrowly defined groups in the UK - Schmitt (1995)
and Machin (1996a). The regressions are estimated cross sectionally by industry over the peri-
od gaining a measure of within-group eamings dispersion over two decades.

l-ng\Wages), = at + ltF^P, + p,Ex?: + lColour, + t<1MditL/ .ndhtr, +tyJob stata:,

+ QEducarion . + yRegion . vg. =X.3 +t, Y i.,

e,- nD(O,d) (l)

The interpretation given to the residual a, liom an equation based upon the above, is that after

conholling for personal characteristics, human capital endowments and regional location, its
standard deviation represents within-group eamings dispersion, Thus, within-group inequality
in the/'h industry at time I is given by the standard deviation of the residual and is that part of
wages which can not be explained by worker characteristics:

v\t)= Y r,,

where a 'hat' indicates the coefficient is an estimate. Thus we now have a scalar measure of
within-group eamings dispersion for each industry and time period. In the past residuals fiom

(?)-t) r(,-r,)
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eamings functions such as equation I have widely been attributsd to skill biased techlological
change, Note that ftaditionally the residual from a standard wage equation was seen as indirect
evidence of skill-biased technological change (Katz and Autor. 1999). Howevel there is no rea-
son w-hy the other factors mentioned in section 2 could not also explain part of the remaining
residual. This paper moves beyond tbe assumption that the residual represents technological
change by assessing other potential influences-

Elqlq.ining trcnds in within-goup earnihgs dispersion
The second stage ofthe analysis uses time series tecbniques to consider the impact ofthe mar-
ket forces and institutional changes on within-group eamings dispersion for each industry. Data
on denand changes, supply changes and institutional change are required, and initially these
data and the measure ofwithin-group earnings dispersion dedved from step one are checked fbr
stationarity. Stationarity is an important concept because the standard regression model makes
assumptions about the stationarity olthe disturbance term as well as the stationarity ofthe vari-
ables in the regression. ln particular the standard regression model assumes that the errors are

drawn independently from a white noise process and that the independent variables are random
stationary processes independent ofthe residual. A variable with a stochastic trend is a t]'pical
case of a non-stationary process, where regressing a mixture of trended and non trended vari-
ables against one another is likely to result in a spurious regression. Thus initially the market
force indicators, institutional change and within-group eamings dispersion are tested for sta-
tionarily, using two altemative techniques,

The most common test used for checking the stationarity of data is the Augmented
Dickey Fuller (ADF) test (Dickey and Fuller (1979)) which allows for deterministic compo-
nents in the form of a constant and trend, The null hypothesis is that the variable is non-sta-
tionary A particular problem wilh the ADF test is that the rcsults may be distorted because of
the small sample sizei.e.19'13to 1995 gives 23 observatiom. Kwiatkowski et a/. (1992 - here-
after KPSS) propose an altemative test for unit roots, where the aslmptotic validity of the test
holds for fairly small sample sizes and ifthe lag length is set to zero tests will not be subject to
size distortion. Fudhermore, instead of the null hlpothesis of non-stationary data, the null
hypotbesis is reversed to the case of stationary data, and so will not be rejected r.rnless there is
strong evidence in contrast to the usual case of non-stationary data- Both the ADF and KPSS
approaches are used for testing the stationarity of the data.

Much of the literature has sought to explain fluctuations in wage relatiyities by
analysing data that has been first differenced or detrended. However this tyrc of analysis
removes the trend componEnt, where clearly the long term persistent movements ofthe trend in
relative wages is of importance. By first differencing data researchers are only analysing yeaJ-

to-year growth rates. The argument made here is that the best way to actually prcceed is to
analyse the levels ofthe relevant variables, mther thantheir differences. A possible problem that
may be envisaged ofthe two step approach is that lbr the second step we only have twenty-three
observations, yet time series models t'?ically use hundreds of observations and Reimerc ( 1992)
suggests that by using small sample sizes the null h]?othesis ofno cointegration is over rej€ct-
ed. Parker (2000) has also raised doubts about the power of cointegration tests when sample
sizes are small, particularly in the conteKt of inequality. However this can be compensated by
taking into account the number of paramete$ to be estimated and making an adjustment for
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the degrees of freedom when computing test statistics. Also despite the small number of
observations it has been argued that the actual span of the data is more crucial in determining a

tests power rather than the specific number of iltervals or data frequency, Maddala and Kim
(1998) and Otero and Smith (2000).

The cointegration approach considers whether wage dispersion follows the same trend
as its potential causes. A particular advantage of cointegration analysis is that it can be used to
assess what has influenced dispersion ovet time, by assessing thc magnitude of the coellicients
associated with each potential cause of dispersion. Over a period of time it is likely that wage
dispersion, technological change, unionisation, female participation, immigration and globali-
sation have been sub.ject to stochastic trends. Cointegration analysis can be used, to considet
whether a linear relationship exists between t$'o or more non-stationary variables. where devi-
ations from this relctionship are slationary.

Defining l, as a vector olthe within-group earnings dispersion measure derived from
the first step (see equation 2), v/i/, technological change (TC), globalisation (G1, female par-
ticipation (FP), irnnigration (IM), and institutional change (IC) we have as time series data in
each ofthe four industries:

y, = ft, (e)rc.c, rc, rM, rc} v,., (3)

where 
"4 is an uruestricted vector auto regression (VAR) ofendogenous variables. Cointegration

techrfques are employed to see which factor has the largest influence upon within-group eam-
ings dispersion. In particular the cointegrating relationship that we are interested in is where
within-group eamings dispersion is defined by:

v (c), = Q ftc), + Q ) @), + y r(FP), + y : (IM ), + t (IC\ + (, vr., (4)

Table l: Competing th€ories capable of explaining within-group earnings dispersion.

Absolute size of Outcoue fol within-group
coelfrcients earnings dispersion

lf lSll>lo2l, lOll>lyll, SlPl12l, Technological change is the I
and l0ll>lrl main intluence

rf l02l>l$1l, l02l>lyr l,le2l>lp,
and lQ2l>lrl

rf lTll>14,1l, lyrl>iQzl. l.yll>ly2l,
and lyll>lxl

If lt2l>lQr I, lPlrl02l. l"y2lrlyll.
and lYzl>lrl

If lrl>1011, lrl>102, lrl>lyl I,
ana lrl>fial

Globalisation is the 2
main influence

Female participation is the 3

main influence

Immigralion is the 4
main influence

lnstitutional change is thc 5

main influence

H.vpothesis
not rejected.

I

fH,t-

]H,l-

1H"l'
Note: Where O I, S2, "yl , 14 and r are the coefficients on the impact of technology. trude intensiry', female
participation, immigration and institutional change upon within-group eamings dispersion respectively,
from equation 4 i. the text.
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By comparing the relative sizes ofthe coefficients this can shed light on the possible deterrni-
nants of within-group eamings dispersion in each industry as shown in Table l -

Provided the data cointegmte then the null hypothesis can be rejected. If the results
indicate I or 2 from the table (see penultimate column) then this supports h]?othesis Hl above,
sinrilarly, 3 or 4 supports hJ4rothesis H2, and 5 suppots h)?othesis H3. Howel'er, ilnone ofthe
industry level data cointegmte u.ith within-group earnings dispersion then the null hypothesis
will not be rejected (see above). To test whether the data in equation 3 are cointegrated, and
thus give magnitude to the coefflcients in equation 4, the Johansen (1988) approach to cointe-
gration is adopted.a

The Johansen approach to cointegration is a system estimate based upon maximum
likelihood. The data in equation 3 can be reformulated from a VAR into a vector error correc-
tion model (VECM) giving

Ay, = f ,Ay,, +... + lo.'1A! uq I + ny q +nt Y,., (5)

where Il =-(1-,4, ...A,)d=1...q-l,and Il =-V-A, -...,,1r). The estimated matrix can
be decomposed as 11 = aB where rv and B are (m x r) matrices and r is the number of cointe-
grating vectors. The matrix B contains all the cointegrating vectors of the system. The value of
r is obtained using sequential likelihood ratio tests, where the presence ofa unique cointegrat-
ing relationship means that r: 1. The existence ofmultiple cointegfating relationships implies
that r > I where any linear combination of the colurnns of B is also a valid representation ofthe
equilibrium relationships. Normalising the inequality measure in the B matrix leads to

f =X,Q,,Or,y,,yr,?] V,, and the cointegraing vector we are interested in as given in equa-
tion 4.

4. TrrE DATA

The first step of the analysis based upon equation I requires information on the individual,
whilst for the second step more aggregated data at the industrial level are required to gain meas-
ures of market forces and institutional changes. Specific factors controlled for in equation 1 are
experience, colour, marital status, full/pafi time employment, highest educational qualification,s
and regional location. The GllS is a continuous survey of cross sections based upon individu-
als within th€ sample household. A number of problems were encountered with the data, The
definition of eamings changes over time, where post 1979 individuals are asked to reporl their
usual gross eamings. Howevel no discontinuity is evident over the whole period, and Schmitt
(1995) found the data to be consistent with that from the New Eamings Suwey. The eamings
definition was also revised in 1992 to improve the response to the income section of the GI1S
and so classify more informants by their income, However, the Office for National Statistics
(ONS, 1992) reports that the difference in the mean gross weekly income of individuals is not
statistically significant pre and post the definition change.c

The main problem encountered with the GIIS data was the change in the Standard
Industrial Classilication (SIC) in 1980, where the industry codes were reduced ftom tweffiy four
groups to ten in the GIIS. However, to find out which industries are consistenl over the period
the ratio ofthe industry sample size to total sample size based upon the matched categories pre
and post the SIC break was found and then the percentage change from the previous year cal-
culated - for details see Taylor (1999). Those industries where the absolute percentage change
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in the break year 1980 to 1981 was,qreater in nragoitude than other years were excluded. The
resultant industries found to be consistent over the entire period based upon the above method-
ology were: Manufacturing SIC 3, Other Manufacturing SIC 4. Construction SIC 5, and
Tmnsport & Communication SIC 7.

More aggregated data, used in the second stage of the analysis, are rcquired at the
industry level in order to attempt to find the possible causal factors of within-group eami[gs
dispersion. Such explanations come in the lbrTn of market forces (demand and supply factors)
and institutional change, v.here it is required to lind some proxy for each. On the demand side
technological shocks are proxied by research and development intensity for each industry. This
is defined as research and development expenditure as a proportion of value added, using data
from the OECD ANBERD data base and OECD STAN data base respectively - with all expen-
ditue data deflated to 1973 prices, Globalisation in the traded sector (SIC 3 and SIC 4) was
proxied by trade intensity, defined as impot expenditure as a proporlion of value added. The
source of the trade expenditure data was also the OECD STAN data base - again all expendi-
ture data was dellated to 1973 pricas. For the supply side, immigration and female participation
by industry was derived from the G11S, and was calculated as those individuals born outside the
United Kingdom (female) who were in employment (deiined as u'orking more thar one hour
per week) as a ratio to total industry emplolment size.

A measure ofinstitutional change proved to be a relativ€ly nore difflcult task than at
first sight. The preferred measure to be used would have been trade union density or member-
ship. Unfortunately the figures are only available consistently at an aggregate level from the
Department of Employment, Previous researchers namely Bain and Price (1983) have con-
structed one digit industry level trade union membership and density, but only up until 1979.
Tbereafter the source they use, rrdmely lhe L hour Force Sn've1:. does not collect union data at
the industry level for each proceeding year. Thus in an attempt to proxy institutional change the
nunber of workers involved in strikes for each industry based upon International Standard
Industrial Classification codings was used, available from the International Labour
Organisation. Strike action represents one form ofbargaining power. where a th-reat to strike is
credible ifthe firm caffiot replace its workforce easily. Consequently, the extent ofunionisation
and the ease of substitutability between union and non-union members are of impoftance. The
analysis ofthe second slage uses strikes to proxy for institutional change as it follows the trend
in union membership - at the aggregate leve1 a correlation of 0.9 is observed. This is consistent
with previous findings (Machin, 1997).

Summary statistics oftbe industry level data are shown in Table 2. Clearly R&D inten-
slty was highest in manufacturing averaging I per cent over the period from a low of 6.3 per
cert in 1975 to 10.2 per cent by 1993. Trade intensity is higher in manufacturing than other
manufacturing by around l5 percentage points each year, although it displays the same amount
ofvariability in both industries. On the supply side both female participation and i xnigration
show approximately the same variability across time for each industry and for immigration each
industry experiences less than l0 per cent on average. Female participation is largest in other
manufacturing and transport & communication where it has increased from around 20per cent
in l97l to over 25 per cent by lvQ5-

Looking at industrial disputes, though the number of workers involved in strikes,
shows manufacturing and transpod & communication with the larye$t nun.rber of workers
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involved. However, over tim€ the number of people involved in strike activity has fallen by
1995 - in manufacturing tojust 400, in construction to 2000 and in transport & comrnunication
to 200. The only industry not to expedence such trends was other manufacturing where strike
activity in 1995 was 32,800, noticeably above the mean,

Table 2: lndustry level sample statistics

ManuJdcruring

Within-group disperuion
R&D intensity
Strikes
Trade intensity
Female participation
Immigration

Other Manufactaring

Within-group dispersion
R&D intensiry
Strikes
Trade jntensity

Female participation
Irnmigration

Consttuction

Within-group dispersion
R&D intensity
Strikes
Female participation
Immigration

Transp o rt and co mmutxicatio n

Within-goup dispersion
R&D intensiry
Strikes
Female participation
knrnigration

Mean

o-324
9%

460.426
31%
2t%
'7{

0.363
1"

t3,3',7 4
t7%
40%
'7"

0.341
1vo

16,089
to%
5"

0.34'7

6Vo

I17,352
2to
8o/o

0.05
0.14%
13,918

9.8%
4.32%
1.09%

Standard de\)iation

0.06
1.274

505,541

t0,1%
2:2%
1.28%

0.08
0.3t%
14 ?o4

3.r1%
1.28%

0.08
1.60%

[2,923
2.55%
1.28%

5. EMPIRTCAL RESULTS

The first part ofthis section gives the results of decomposing eamings dispersion into between
and within-group components, considering the trend in eamings dispersion for each industry
and whether each industrv exoerienced a rise in demand for hieher skilled ll-orkers. The second
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part considers *'hat may have caused within-group eamings dispersion in each industry

lll thin-group and betw,een-group c omponents
For each industry the log of weekly wages was regrcss€d against the explanatory variables
given in equation 1 above,z where the estimation technique used was g€neralised least squares
in order to control for heteroscedasticity (which ifpresent would be likely to inflate the meas-
ure of within-group eamings dispersion upwards). Each industry specific cross sectional equa-
tion \a.as tested and found to be robust to chosen lunctional form. parameter stability, the influ-
ence ofoutliers and the role of changing hours over time upon dispersion (for details see Taylot
1999).

Table 3: Pairwise corr€lations of within-group earnings dispersion across industries.

Sample 1973-95

SlC J
SIC 4
slc i
STC 7

Sanple 1973-77

s1c J
SIC 4

s/c 5
SIC 7

Sample 1978-83

SIC 3

SIC 4
SlC J
SIC 7

Sample 1984-89

SIC 3
SIC 4
SIC 5
SIC 7

Sample 1990-95

s'1c J
SIC 4
slc 5

SIC 7

S1C J
1.000

SIC 3
1.0000

.i'1c J
l_0000

SIC 3

1.0000

SIC J
1.0000

SIC 4
0.9178
1.0000

s|c 4
0.5133
1.0000

SIC 4
0.3959
1.0000

SIC 4
0.4600
1.0000

SIC 4
0.u299
1.0000

src5
0.9112
0.85 18

1.0000

S1C J
0.8624
0.6793
1.0000

grc5
0.68 r4
0.I 149

1.0000

SlC J
0.0094
0.0316
1.0000

slc .t

0.8693
0.8223
l,0000

SIC 7

0.8056
0.77 54
0.785 9

1.0000

SIC 7

0.0046
0.015 5

0.1957
1.0000

SIC 7

0.5791
0.0914
0.77 59

1.0000

SIC 7
0.1861
0.6378
0.1437
1.0000

SIC 7

0.5458
0.5404
0.4429
1.0000

S1(.'.i:manufacturing, Slcl:other manufacturing, J',/C5-construction, s'Ic7:transpon and communication
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Figures I to 4, below, show the trend in oyerall eamings dispersion, and the contribution of
between-group and within-group dispersion over time, for each of the four industries. In each

ofthe four industries within-group eamings dispersion dominates between-group eamings dis-
persion . Noticeably each industry experienced differing trends in eamings dispersion, for
example in Manufacturing and Conshuction within-group eamings dispersion remained rough-
ly constant from 1973 to 1983, whilst in the other two industries it fluctuated.

Figure l: Earnings dispersion in manufacturing.
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Figure 2: Earnings dispersion in other manufacturing.
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Figure 3 Earnings dispersion in construction

Figure 4 Earnings dispersion in transport and communication
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This is made clearer in table 3. above. where pairwise correlations between within-group earn-
ings dispersion in €ach industry are shown. The flrst part oftable 3 shows the conelation over
the entire sample period - where clearly the trend of within-group eamings dispersion in man-
uf'acturing is highly corelated with other manufacturing. Splitting the san.rple into four periods
- 1973 to 19'77 . 1978 to 1983, 1984 to 1989 and 1990 to 1995 - shows that the data trend in dif-
ferent ways across industries. If tlte measure of eamings dispersion has a similar trend across
industries then in each time period in table 3 the pairwise correlation should be high - however

=

-9 054
o
.6 o.+,r .

E
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this is not the case- For example, in manufacturing the correlations with other industries fall
over each sub-period until 1990 to 1995. This is also generally true for construction and other
manufacturing. This makes a strong argument for analysing industry leve1 trends, rather than
just manufacturing or economy level eamings dispersion. Clearly, in each industry overall eam-
ings dispersion rose and it is evident that this was due to increasing within-group earnings dis-
persion- This pattern of within-group dispersion dominating between-group dispersion is con-
sistent with previous research findings and is evidence that the demand for relatively higher
skilled workers has increased in each industry (hthn et a1.,1993 for the United States; and for
the United Kingdom, Schimft, 1995 and Machin, 1996a).

Having briefly discussed the results ofthe first stage ofthe empirical methodology, the
following analysis attempts to provide an explanation for any remaining eamings dispersion,
that is within-group eamings dispersion. Not only has the demand for observable skills risen in
the economy (Machin, 1998) and at the industry level it appears that the demand has also risen
within certain groups. What remains to be seen is what has caused these demand changes influ-
encing u'ithin-group earnings dispersron.

Results Jion q time series analysis ofwithin-group eatnings dispersion

Having discussed the results lrom the first step of the empirical process, and found that each

industry experienced difl'erent trends in earnings dispersion, the following looks at the results
from the second stage of the empirical approach. The second part of thc empirical analysis is
based upon a time series approach, where initially the order ofintegration ofthe data is checked.
Because of the problems associated with non-stationary data the following tests to see if tlre
measure ofwithin-group eamings dispersion, market forces and institutional change data exhib-
it unit roots. The results ofstationarity tests based upon the ADF procedure are shown in table
4, where the fiISt colunm tests the null hypothesis that the data contains a unit root by consid-
ering the data in levels- The null hypothesis cannot be rejected for any ofthe data and so is pre-

sumed to be non-stationary. Due to the problems associated with the ADF test (see above) the
KPSS test was also applied to the data. Unlike with the ADF test, the null hypothesis is of sta-
tionary data and so w-ill not be rejected unless there is strong evidence in conftast to the usual
case of non-stationary data. The results shown in final colurrm oftable 4, above, reject the null
h].pothesis of stationary data in each instance, usually at the 1 per cent or 5 per cent level. Thus
the I(PSS test for unit roots rejects the null hypothesis of stationary data, supporting the stan-

dard ADF test.
Having accepted that the data are non-stationary, the following ernploys the Johansen

approach introduced in section 3. Cointegration runk is tested by the trace statistic and the max-
imal eignenvalue test, each based upon unrestricted intercepts and restricted trends in the under-
lying VAR, as shown in table 5. Both statistics reject the null hlpothesis ofno cointegration at
either the lper cent or 5per cent level, and show a rank of unity across industries - in other
words only a single cointegrating relationship is found. Each variable is tested for autocorela-
tion (AR), heteroscedasticity (IIET), normality (NORM) and auto-regressive conditional het-
eroscedasticity (ARCH). Also, tests of autocorrelation and normality in its multi-variate form
were carried out by industry. The results, not reported, found that at either the lper cent or 5 per
cent level of significance all the diagnostics could be passed in each industry.e
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Table 4i Unit root tests

ManufActuri g

Within-grcup eamings dispersion
R&D intensrty

Strikes
Trade intensity

Female participation
Immigration

Other manuJitctu ring

Within-group eamings dispersion
R&D intensity

Strikes
Trade intensity

Female participation
Inmigration

Construction

Within-group eamings dispersion
R&D intensity

Strikes
Female participation

Immigration

Trunsport & Communicqtion

Within-group dispersion
R&D intensity

Strikes
Female pafiicipatior

lrLmigration

ADF test

2.54
l. l6
t.49
L45
t.79
2.51

2.68
2.25
2.56
2,29
2.5 5

3.'71

L 15

1.22

3. 14

2.7 5

3.',7'7

1.46

t.44
2.19
2.87

KPSS test

0.3031x**
0.1376x
0.1435+
0.8682**+

o.2992***

0.3032r*+
0.1231x
0- 1823**
0.15i9*x
0.3022**x
0.3004*ir*

0.3028**
0.1223*

0.2962{.* *

0.29574* *

6.3629**\
0.1577i*
0.1393**x
0.3013* +*

0.2990***

Not€s' *** Significant at the: 1% level, ** 5% level, and * I0o% Ielel. Perron t€sts pe'rfomlcd upon the
data (nof shown) rcjected the hypothesis of structural breaks in favour of unit roots. Even if structrLral
breaks are present in the narginal process tbr a particular variable Campos el a/, (1996) find that tost sta-
tistics from multivariate cointegration approaches are unaflected by breaks,

Table 6 below shows the size ofthe impact and its direction for each explanatory factor across
industries, with t-ratios in parenthesis based upon Newey-West (1987) standard errors. The
magnitudes ofthe coefficients are presenled in the form ofequation 4 and are ranked from 1,

the largest impact upon within-group eamings dispersion, downwards. In both manufacturing
and other manufacturing the main two culprits for increasing dispersion, were trade and tech-
nology.
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These results are consistent across different methodologies for testing cointegration
(see endnote 3) and find that trade has the largest impact in explaining within-group earnings
dispersion in manufacturing and oth€r manufacturing sectors.

Table 5: Tests of cointegrating rank adjusted for sample size

Menufacturing

Other Manufacturing

Consttuction

Trunsport &
Communication

Maximal eigentalue
statistic

98.76x
s1.92
24.42

96.95 +

5 5.5
28.14

97.9**
52.01

33.73

88.29**
4',1.53

?6.83

Rank

r0

r:0

r-0

Trace
statistic

46.84**
27.5
tl.64

41.45*
21 .36
14.01

40.12+
24.04
15.31

40.'71+

20;7
14.93

Note; *** Significant at the: lo, level, ** 5olo level, based upon distributions from Ostcrwald-Lcnum
( 1992\-

What is perhaps surprising is the role played by female paticipation in manufacturing and
tr1tnspon & corrununication, and immigration in all industries excluding manufacturing- This
can be interpreted as fbmale participation and ilnmigration haying acled as substitutes to lower
skilled labour and hence increases in their supply over time has resulted in falJing relative
demand for lower skilled labour, as their signs suggest- This would then be consistent with hav-
ing caused a demand shock and the fact that female participation has increased the supply of
skilled labour (Harkness, 1996). Similady, the argument that imnigrants are becoming more
skilled over time relative to native males. and so are oossible substitutes to lower skilled native
males, is more plausible and consistent with the hndings of Bell (1997) who found that the gap
between the educational attaitunent of immigrants and native males in the IIK has grown in
favour of immigrants ovel the period 1973 to 1992, that is successive cohorts of immigrants are

more educated than native LIK males,
Also surprising is that the impact of institutional change is ranked last in manul'actur-

ing and other manufacturing and at best or y third in construction. lnstitutional change also has
a negative coefficient in manufacturing suggesting that changes to labour market institutions
have compressed the wage distribution in this industry This raises the issue of whether strikes
;lre a good measufe for the decline in institutional arrangem€nts in particular collective bar-
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gaining - this is discussed at length in'taylor (1999) where it is argued that the strike variable
does a fairly good job of measuring the decline in collective bargaining. This leads to the ques-

tion that ifthe trend in our measure ofinstitutional change follows the same trend as other meas-
ures then why is its impact so small in each industry? One possible response is that once one
looks at the 1990s the strike data doesn't capturc the trend in unionisation that well due to the
very large fall in strike activity. see Machin (2000). Previous findings have indicated a large role
for institutional change (Gregg and Machin, 1994). One possibility is that previous work has
typically oDly tested the impact ofinstitutional change upon dispersion. without including other
potential lbctors such as technological change etc.. (for example, Leslie and Pu, 1995, 1996)
and so consequently this analysis has an advantage in that other 1'actors are controlled for - with
the results implying other factors have a larger role to play. Also previous work has typically
only taken a snapshot for particular years rather than a long tirne series, the exceptions for the
LIK are Leslie and Pu I1995. l9q6).

'Iable 6: Cointegration results

Coellicient

0.4516
-0,1619
0.613 8

0.2993
0.2909

1.4296
0.1569
3.0454
0.439S
0.9578

0.2'786
0. 1317

-0.0468
0.251'7

0.0406
0.0076
0.0796
0.0709

Ta"utios

3.225
2.331
8. 184
4.t29
6.402

5.546
1.4t1
9.42'7

2.225
'7 .041

4.413
12.430
0.859
6.985

2.919
2.347
2.860
3.295

Rank
Manufacnring

R&D intensity
Strikes

Trade intensity
Female participation

lmmigration

Other ManuJacfiaing
R&D intensity

Strikes
Trade intensity

Female panicipation
Imrnigration

Construction
R&D intensity

Strikes
Female panicipation

Irnmigrati on

Tran s po rt & C ommun ic at ion
R&D intensity

Strikes
Female paticipation

Immigration

2

5

I
3

4

2

5

I
4

3

I
3

4

2

3

4

I
2

Note:Rank l:grcatest lmpact, 4/s:smallest impact. T - ratjos are shown in parenthesis based upon
Newey-West standard errors.
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Finally, to provide support for the cointegmtion rcsults, the data are pooled into two sectors,
manufacturing SIC3&4 and non-manufacturing SIC5&7, and the impact of each potential fac-
tor are estimated by OLS. The results of this approach are shown in table 7. To overcome the
problem of spurious correlations when applying OLS to non-stationary data- the estimates
below are based upon filtered data to obtain stationarity (Hodrick-Prescott method). The top
two factors to impact upon within-group eamings dispersion are shown in square brackets after
the coefficient. Again there is general support for the cointegration results in the finding that in
the manufacturing sector tmde and female participation have the largest impact with technolo-
gy third (altering SIC3 to the reference group changes the ranking of techrology and fernales
and so is consistent with table 6), In the non-manufacturing sector the results show techlology
and female participation to have the largest impact, although immigration is insignificant.

Table ?: Assessing the impact of potential demand shifters by sector

Mdnufocruring (SIC3& 4t Non-nanulitcturing (SIC5&21

R&D intensity
Trade intensity
Strikes
Female participation
Ilnmigration

Controls
Observations

R2

Hetero ,tr'? (l)

0.0205
0.080s [u
0,0066
0.0781 [21

0.02t4

(r.8e)
(1.21)
(t.68)
(,t. / /)
(0 83)

0.0778 [1] (4.95)
na na
0,0037 (0.5 3)
0.0380 [2] (2.30)

0.0159 (0.s1)

Year and industry
46 46

0.469

0.034

o.402

o.221

Note: White robust T-ratios are sbown in parenthesis. In the manufacturing sector the ref€rence industry
was SIC4, and lor non-manufacturing SIC?. The top two impacts upon within-group eamings dispe$ion
are given in bold, and number in square bfackets indjcates the size ofthe effect - rank l:largest impact.

6. CoNcrusroNs
The irnpact offactorss capable of explaining within-group eamings dispersion using multi-vari-
ate cointegration have been assessed. OLS estimates of the impact of each factor based upon
filtered data gave similar mnkings to the cointegration tests. In terms ofthe hlpotheses set out
in table I the null was rejected in each industry as was H3. In general, each industry found
some support not to reject Hl or H2. These findings are in sharp contrast to existing €vidence
of the impact of market forces and institutional change on eamings dispersion. It seems that
economists favour the tecbnological change explanation as the cause of eamings dispersion or
shifts in employment ratios- Because the analysis of this study looks at a few industries other
than manufacturing, it seems reasonable that the same factors are not causing within-group
earnings dispersion across industries. Although the overall impact of each influence identified
is to increase the demand in favour of the higher skilled. Whilst technological change has an
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impact in each sector, other factors also have an influence. In particular, trade intensity and sup-
ply side inlluences have a role to play. The results ofthis study suggest that futher analysis ol
eamings dispersion is required, but in other industries apafi liom manufacturing. It is not pos-
sible to surmise from manufacturing alone what has caused eamings dispersion to increase
overall, To understand what happened to the demand for labour, it is vital to consider indus-
ties other than manui'a cturing.

IJ,NDNOTES

L Department of Economics, University of Leicester, Univcrsity Road, Lcicesrer. LEI 7RH (e-nlail
kbt3a@le.ac.uk). The autlor thanks the editor Derek Leslie and a rcferee for irelpful comrnents. Thanks
also go to Nigel Driffield, Francis Green, Roben McNabb, Pbil Murphy, Robeno Simonettj. Andrew Trigg
and Keith Whitficld for advice, and seminar pafticipants at Cardiff Business School. the EEEG conference
in Swansca and the EALE conference in Regensburg. The author remains responsible for any errors.
Matcrial from the General Household Survey has been made available by the Ot'fice for National Statistics
through the Data Archive and has been used by permission. Neitler the ONS nor the Data Archive bear
aoy responsibility for the analysis or idterpretation ol-lhe dara.

2. In particular, Schmitt ( 1995, p.182, Table 5.2 ) focuses upon three periods of time 1974-76, I 9?8-80 and
1986-88. considcring changes bet\\,een each snapshot, rather tha the overall trend in r,,'ithin-group eam-
ings dispersion. Similarly, Machin ( 1996a, p.56, Tab le 7 ) considels five snapshots I 979. I 982, 1986, 1990
and 1993.

3. As noted by a referee the distinction between 'rvilhin-group' rd 'between-group' could be considered
as being artificial, particularly given that individual charactcristics such as cducation could bc driven by
some ofthe factors identined in thg sccond stagc ofthc analysis. One could arguc that this may be partic-
ularly true of the influence of technolog), and trade upon the retums to obseNable skills such as cduca-
tion. This is considered further in Taylor (2002).

4. The Phillips and Hansen (1990) F\4-OLS was also employed to estimate the parameters of the sjngle
cointegrating relationship as an altemative to the Johansen technique, as was the Pesaran and Shin (1995)
ARDL approach. The results are omitred fbr brevity but fully supported the Johansen approach. Results
available upon .equest from the author.

5. The categories availablc from the GHS consist offiffeen possible consistent groups over the period from
higher degee to no qualificatioos. However, because eamings dispersion is considered within specific
industries some of thc cducation categories had no variation, especiaLly post lg78 as sample sizes fell.
Thus it made sense to group certain categories together to a more aggregate level- Following Blackaby et
a/. ( 1997) the educational dummics were constructed as ( I ) Degree. including fifst and highel degreest (2)
l{igher Vocational education: (3) A levels; (4) O levels; (5) Apprenticeships; (6) Other groups (a catch all
category). The refercncc group is individuals with no qualifications.

6. In 1992 thc mean gross weekly incom e of individuals sampled by the CHS was l' I 77 compared to ! I 79

in I991. The 1992 figure includes groups with estimated income levels in at least one component (either
eamings, interest or dividends) and 767 individuals inteNiewed by proxy- Neither al'these two groups
would have been included in the 1991 samDle. However as reDorted in the main text the differe.ce
betweeo the two years is insignificant and whcn thc cstimatcd groups are cxcludcd thc m€an remains
almost unchansed at tl76.
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7. One pafiicular problem found was that of omitted variable bias identified by a Hausman test
(Hausman, 1978), particularly in the lbrm of occupation groupings. Unfortunately due to
changes in GHS definitions over time it is not possible to gain a consistent occupational indi-
cator and so is omitted (as consistent with previous research Blancbflower and Oswald, 1994;

Blackaby et al.. 1997). Tests revealed that, although omitted variables in the form of occupa-
tional characteristics was a problem, it did not influence the trend in within-group earnings dis-
persion. Moreover evidenc€ suggests that educational attainment captutes demand shifts to a

greater extent than occupational categories - see Riley and Young (1999).

8. There is one notable exception to this, in Transport and Comnunication from 1989 to 1991.

Over this period between-group eamings dispersion dominated within-group effects, which is
largely due to high returns to degrees, vocational education and marriage - see Taylor ( 1999).

9. The null hypothesis that eamings dispersion is weakly exogenous can also be rcjected, as can
the hypothesis that it has no role to play in the long run relationship for each industry. Moreover,
the statistical model passes a number of reliability tests, There are untikely to be any omitted
variables in the model since the main factors, identified ftom the literature, capable ofexplain-
ing within-group earnings dispersion have been included- These facts pass Parker's (2000) four
conditions for the use oft}e Johansen approach in inequality analysis, and the frndings are sup-
ported by other tecbniques.
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